Waters sufficient
SEPA have measured
99% of their 85 bathing
water locations as being
sufficient or better.
Thirty two were rated
excellent.
Footpaths to
be retained
The Government
have indicated that
they will not impose
the 2026 cutoff date,
which would have
seen closing of public
footpaths not registered
by that date. However,
primarily legislation, as
yet unidentified, will be
required to remove that
deadline.

More tidy canals

A further 201km of canals have been awarded green
flags by Keep Britain Tidy, bringing the total to 909km.
New sites included central Birmingham and Walsall
ahead of the Commonwealth Games, Manchester,
Sheffield, the River Soar and the Calder & Hebble
Navigation.

Lakes changes

There are proposals to realign 800m of the River Ellen
and the adjoining White Beck as part of a series of
changes in the Lake District. The 4km long Cummock
Water is to have its level lowered by 1.4m by removing
its dam, the dams also being removed from Chapelhouse
Reservoir and Overwater. Plans for Ennerdale will
also be drawn up. These will allow easier movement of
salmon and eels with none of these lakes being used for
drinking water supplies any longer. There will be public
consultations next February and August. United Ultilities
are in close liaison with the EA and Natural England.

EA spending on anglers

The EA have spent over £3,500,000 in the year to
May on projects for anglers, apart from £33,000,000
on other projects that will help anglers. These covered
over 100 projects including new fish passes, new angling
platforms and barriers of branches to create meandering
watercourses. Since 2015 the EA have spent £6,000,000
on over 850 projects for anglers.

Bray portage extension

The EA are to extend the canoe portage at Bray lock
on the Thames while repairing the lock gates from Jan
30th to Mar 17th. It will remain possible to portage
past the works. It is unclear whether the extension is
temporary or permanent and whether it is the length of
the platforms or of the walk which is being extended.

INCIDENT FILE
Dinas Head rescue

The Coastguard praised a husband and wife they rescued off Dinas
Head in June. They were using sit on top kayaks and had intended
to stay close to shore as the wife had not been in a kayak before. The
weather was good with calm conditions and they had buoyancy aids
and wetsuits. Living locally, they had gone back for a mobile phone in a
pouch after forgetting it. Although the husband owns a sailing boat, they
had been taken by surprise at the wind strength as they moved from
Pwllgwaelod beach towards Dinas Head, where the current swept them
out to sea. Calling 999 allowed other craft to go to assist them until a
lifeboat arrived.
The phone/wetsuit/buoyancy aid combination also applied to an
angler who spent 45 minutes in the water off Littlehampton after his
kayak started to sink.

Dinas Head.

MCA

Ceibwr Bay

Another rescue not far away at Ceibwr Bay in August involved a
father and two children using sit on top kayaks, who capsized. The
father managed to get one child back on land in a cove but the other
was floating away, holding onto one of the kayaks. A walker called
999 and a Mayday was broadcast. The Coastguard sent a rescue team,
helicopter and two lifeboats but a fishing vessel picked up the child.

White flares for illumination

Irish investigation

One of four recreational craft accidents in 2021 investigated by the
Marine Casualty Investigation Board was a commercial sea kayak tour
to Dalkey Island. Three instructors took 14 customers but two of them
became separated from the group and were rescued by fishermen. One
capsized repeatedly and swallowed a lot of seawater. Although there
were no longterm problems, it was determined that the trip should not
have taken place in the conditions. While Irish fatalities have dropped
from 13 in 2012 to none in 2021, serious incidents and near misses have
increased, causing concern that voluntary codes of conduct are being
ignored.

MCA

A sea kayak paddler who had been in Brown’s Bay at Islandmagee on
the Antrim coast was rescued following a phone call by his wife to the
rescue services. Lifeboats used white flares to illuminate the search area,
after which a helicopter was summoned from Dublin.
Littlehampton.
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US fatalities

The US Coast Guard report that kayak deaths in 2021 accounted
for 15% of watersport deaths, second only to motorboats at 44%.
There were 96 kayak fatalities compared with 46 for canoes and 18 for
paddleboards although the latter figure is rising. Alcohol was the major
factor in 16% of deaths and 81% of these of known cause of death
drowned, 83% not wearing lifejackets. These figures do not allow for the
relative numbers of people participating in each activity.

Islandmagee.

